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Native Veg Act 'should be abolished'
RODERICK MAKIM
18 Dec, 2014 01:35 PM

4
 

Tweet 4

Deputy Premier and NSW Nationals leader Troy Grant.

‹ ›
The Native Vegetation Act should be abolished
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Recent rain to be shortlived
Lamb supply lifts, prices steady
Bulk-billing now terminal
Blazing trails in soybeans
Quad bike deaths steady

UPDATED 4pm: NSW's controversial Native Vegetation Act should be scrapped, according to NSW Deputy
Premier Troy Grant.

Mr Grant flagged potentially scrapping current Native Vegetation Act following the release of an expert panel's
report - the Biodiversity Legislation Review, which released its final report to the State government.

The panel called for a new piece of legislation to replace the Native Vegetation Act, along with the Threatened
Species Conservation Act and parts of the National Parks and Wildlife Act.

"The (Native Vegetation) Act has not met expectations as a central pillar of biodiversity conservation in NSW,"
the final report stated.

"It has been contentious because of difficulties in implementation and the inequitable distribution of the costs
involved, in particular sectors and in particular regions of the state."

The panel found the recommendations would result in reduced compliance burden for landowners and greater
potential productivity gains for regulated parties.

Mr Grant said the panel's proposed new legislation would ensure a balanced approach is taken in managing
biodiversity, implementing triple bottom line approach to native vegetation.

Triple bottom bottom line assessments seek to balance economic, environmental and social factors.

“The NSW government is yet to form a response to the review but it’s pretty clear that based on this
independent review, the Native Vegetation Act should be abolished,” Mr Grant said.

NSW Farmers' native vegetation spokesman Mitchell Clapham was cautiously optimistic about the report.

"I've only seem the main points so far (but) it looks like a very positive outcome from the review panel," Mr
Clapham said.

The panel recommended government establish a biodiversity offset fund, accessible to individual landholders.

Mr Clapham praised this initiative, as well as the triple bottom line approach to native vegetation and land
clearing laws was another positive.

"It should have substantial benefit to the farming community... it's now up to the government to see if they
accept the recommendations."

NSW Farmers’ president Fiona Simson said the report could be the catalyst for the single biggest shift in policy
direction on the issue of biodiversity in NSW for a long time.

“We are also encouraged to see farmers recognised as responsible custodians of our land who have a direct
interest in looking after the environmental values of the landscape," she said.

“This sentiment reflects what we know at NSW Farmers and one which has been behind our advocacy for
reform on native vegetation for nearly a decade."

Environmental groups have warned a repeal of the Native Vegetation Act would be a backward step and pose a
threat to wildlife.

“These recommendations, if adopted, will likely lead to more land clearing and loss of species unless the
replacement legislation enhances the existing protections,” said Nature Conservation Council chief executive
Kate Smolski.
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WWF national manager of policy Paul Toni was unhappy with the proposal to remove the legal test that requires
the local environment to be ‘improved or maintained’ with any land clearing.

The NSW government will now consider the report and provide a response before the 2015 election.

Click to view the full report.
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READER COMMENTS

Hope
18/12/2014 3:37:39 PM, on The Land

I'm concerned about Mr. Grant and the panel's proposed legislation. In managing biodiversity at this time it
would not be wise to weaken the Native Veg Act which is what Mr. Grant proposes to do under the age old coin
phrase of 'balanced approach,' which means forget about the environment. Australia continues to have a net loss
of biodiversity and the United Nations reports that we are entering an extinction crisis. What does this
government and some farmers have against a healthy environment? I know farmers that value vegetation and
implement permaculture design. That's what we need now.
View all recent article comments
PayAttention
18/12/2014 4:09:16 PM, on The Land

Sure, Hope, keep the Native Veg Act. Remember to pay for stolen property rights associated with it. If you have
such strong beliefs you can use your own bank account to pay for them.
View all recent article comments
Invey
18/12/2014 4:10:58 PM, on The Land

Hope maybe the veg rules should be the same in the suburbs as on farms. Last time I looked mass clearing of all
vegetation occurs every time a new subdivision or mine goes in. The rules are not applied evenly across all
industries and areas.
View all recent article comments
daw
18/12/2014 6:27:11 PM, on The Land

Shows how bad the Act is when 2 of the 4 belong to Wentworth Group & consider it as needing to be scrapped.
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Hope, read the Act & list of endangered & threatened species U will find more than 50% are in the Sydney
Bioregion which is exempt under the existing Act. Hopefully a new Act won't exclude any parts of the State this
time. It won't be open slather either but will be a bit more equitable, reasonable & practical.
View all recent article comments
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 Check out the finalistes in The Land's Best Mates Photo Comp; see week's paper to vote
for a winner.

 Locals claimed the top fashion titles at the 2015 Gilgandra Cup. Photos: Janian McMilan
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The choices we make as adults are none of the government’s business ...
David Leyonhjelm

Most farmers will never be able to influence the price of their product
David Leyonhjelm

Farmers are no different to anyone else when it comes to a liking for other people’s money
David Leyonhjelm

I am very confident that more consumers will vote with their wallets than their misguided emotions
David Leyonhjelm
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Good effort from PMXI 331 against a close to full 

strength Eng attack. Would've been interesting if 

they'd scored that batting 1st #PMXIvENG

Roderick Makim 
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Tweets from a list by FarmOnline

Beef

 THE Australian red meat industry welcomed news that the Japan-Australia Economic
Partnership Agreement begins this week.

 CATTLE prices started the new year firmer on stronger yardings across the country than
the close of 2014's markets.

Sheep

 NATIONAL lamb supply, as reported by MLA National Livestock Reporting Service,
increased 19pc week-on-week, to 97,120 head.

 SIR Paul Smith is the first to admit the winner of the inaugural International Woolmark
Prize for menswear may be a little edgy.

Cropping

 A NEW year brings an opportunity for grain growers to review the past season to
determine what worked well and what didn’t.
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 A COLLABORATIVE research project between Australian and Chinese scientists has
shown how soybean can be bred to better tolerate soil salinity.

FARMONLINE NETWORK

 Search thousands of classified ads ONLINE

 Search over 20,000 rural real estate listings online including farms, rural property and
acreage for sale.

 Australia’s premier industry field day event, the 2015 Commonwealth Bank AgQuip.

 Buy rural and agricultural books and DVDs online.

 Connecting Livestock Buyers & Sellers: Your one-stop shop for livestock news, reports
and sale listings.

 Australia's Horse Trading Magazine. Everything equine - Buy, Sell, Ride.
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